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Research on the dynamic stress induced by hydraulic excitation is a typical fluid-solid
coupling problem.

Research�Background
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Typical resonance destruction induced by
excitation force includes:
*Blade resonance fracture by the Karman
vortices
*Runner resonance fracture by rotor-stator
interaction

Typical fatigue failure of the runner caused by
large dynamic stress is also the result of
excitation force.
It is found that operation condition is the
decisive factor and operation partition is an
effective countermeasure.
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Model in air Model in water Model in the actual flow
passage with the clearance
( novel calculation model)

Fixed Constraint

Research Achievements
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Calculation model of the runner modal analysis in air, water and the actual flow passage

Research�Achievements
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Modal analysis in the actual flow passage fits well with the test, error within 8%

Frequency comparison between calculation and test

Test mode( f=18.8fnr ) Calculation mode

Mode in water is similar with that
in the passage and yet the
frequency is not correct.
Result shows that wet mode in the
passage can reveal the real
vibration specification of the
runner.
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Research�Achievements

∆Htest∆Hsim
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Further research focuses on the accurate calculation method of the unsteady flow in the
whole passage with the clearance in order to analyze rotor-stator interaction, secondary
flow and hydraulic excitation force induced by the vortices.
Result demonstrates that the error of the pressure fluctuation is controlled within 10%,
which provides a good basis to analyze the fluid-solid coupling dynamic stress of the runner.

Calculation model in the whole passage with clearance 
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Pressure fluctuation

Dynamic stress and resonance analysis 

Dynamic stress comparison between cal. and test 

This method takes added mass effect into account and obtain the surface pressure fluctuation of the 
runner in the whole passage. 
Result shows that the resonance occurs at the 0.91nr and the tendency of the dynamic stress agrees 
well with the test. 

Dynamic stress
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Crown 

Band 

Research Achievements
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Hydraulic excitation shapeTest resonance mode Calculation resonance mode

According to the resonance test, the 
corresponding frequency f=0.88nr.
Compared with the calculation result 
f=0.91nr, the error is 3.4%

Hydraulic excitation type analysis shows that the mode considering the added mass effect is
almost the same with the test and so is the excitation frequency, which means resonance
occurs at this point and turns out to be a good way to predict the runner resonance.

24fn
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 1000MW Francis Turbine Runner dynamic stress analysis
Results are applied to analyze and calculate the dynamic stress of the 1000MW unit during
planning and construction process in China, which is useful to optimization, lower the cost and ensure
the stable operation.

Time domain diagram

Frequency diagram 
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Kaplan Turbine
Results are applied to analyze the fluid-solid coupling dynamic stress of the runner system and 
adjustments are made to  the piston.

Analysis on  unsteady and asynchronous dynamic stress of the Kaplan runner system

Small opening Large opening
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Unsteady, asynchronous, non-uniform torque of the blade  
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活塞杆动应力小桨叶开度
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Small opening

Large opening

Dynamic stress

Dynamic stress Piston rod fracture

According to the analysis, further study on the stable operation of the plant is performed and
based on the fluid-solid coupling dynamic stress of the runner, operation partition is provided
and so far the plant has been safely operated.
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Little�erosion

 Dredged Pump(6000KW)
Results are applied to analyze the hydraulics and 
dynamics of the mud pump to optimize the runner 
design.

One of  the Asia Largest 
Dredger

 Multi-objective optimization 
(effciency/abration/strength---）

 Stiffness and strength analysis of pump-cover-bolt

one after 3 months

New design after 1 year

System displacement 

Cover stress

Pump body stress

-Strength and stiffness analysis
-Reduce the pump stress concentration & 
control deformation
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